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Abstract
This chapter focuses on determination of mechanical properties of polyurethane foams
applied in automotive industry and medicine. These materials have strong nonlinear
viscoelastic behavior that is time dependent. A comprehensive description of their
characteristics is very tough and difficult. Mechanical properties can to some extent be
studied using mathematical models that need to be verified with measurements. This
chapter describes selected mathematical relationships, rheological models, and also
numerical simulations that can approximately describe mechanical properties. Mechan-
ical properties of polyurethane foam are influenced by internal and external structure,
shape and size of the cells, filling volume, and properties of the used polymer. Studied
mechanical properties are contact pressures, stress distribution, and the dependence of
stress on the strain rate.
Keywords: PU foam, stiffness, dynamical tests, contact pressure, FEM
1. Introduction
Mechanical properties of polyurethane foams compressed during fast and dynamic states are
among others affected by a friction of the cellular structure and the air contained in the cells
[1–3]. However, this does not significantly contribute to a compressive force in certain range of
the deformation as reported in Ref. [4]. On behavior under compression, loading a significant
influence has mechanical and physical properties of the PU foam such as a geometry, thick-
ness, or density, which is explained by [5]. A decrease of the thickness of the comfort stuff from
polyurethane foam brings desired weight reduction, but it reduces the total damping, and on
the contrary, the total stiffness increases. Therefore, the trend in automotive industry has been
a development of low density polyurethane foams with lower bulk density having better
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mechanical properties under compression than commonly used PU foams [2]. Another solu-
tion that can change mechanical properties is a vertical layering of polyurethane foams having
different physical and mechanical properties. But it does not bring an expected improvement
of characteristics corresponding with a composite behavior [6, 7], which may be due to the fact
that only the layering of polyurethane foams does not bring the desired synergistic effect as
stated by Ref. [8]. Also, a significant improvement in energy savings and vibroisolation charac-
teristics or other parameters such as a permeability of PU foam is not achieved. The improve-
ments are reflected only in reduced values of contact pressures from the load body [9]. The
mechanical behavior of polyurethane foams can be considered substantially non-linear, with a
large viscoelastic deformation, relaxation, and recovery of the structure.
2. Analysis of the properties of selected PU foam samples
Mechanical, chemical, and physical properties together with the experimentally identified struc-
tural properties of samples of different densities ρPU PU foams have been published in Refs.
[1, 2, 5]. The structure of the polyurethane foam is formed by a chemical process polyaddition
from alcohols with two or more hydroxyl groups and isocyanates. Isocyanate reacts with water
to form carbon dioxide that creates cell structure of polyurethane foam. According to the applied
type of ingredients and their ratio, PU foam can be divided into soft, moderately stiff, rigid, or
hard. The flexibility of the cell structure is among others dependent on its density
ρPU ¼ weight=volume, which for comfort application is in the range from 10 to 100 kg m
3.
Samples of polyurethane foams can be characterized with low-permeable envelop, which arises
as a consequence of heat removal from polyurethane with a mold wall. The internal cell structure
is characterized by a distribution curve of the cell diameters, and it is significantly more porous,
which, for porous structure, can be expressed by a dimensionless quantityΨ in accordance with
Eq. (1). The relationship describes the ratio of the polyurethane structure volume and total
volume of structure, which is important for obtaining of the parameter named as a packing
density. A number of porous cells and the connecting edges (edge connecting air cells) are
significantly influenced by the diameter of cells as indicated in Ref. [1]. He also states that the
structure of PU foam created by combining of individual cells is the macroscopic homogeneous
system and regardless of the variability of cell diameters, and therefore it can replace a contin-
uum or rheological models. In terms of a deformation mechanism, the behavior of foams can be
characterized by the following aspects: during foam compression, the air escapes from the cell,
the cell walls are bent, and from a certain phase, cell walls are in a contact with specific friction.
During unloading, the air is sucked again into the structure. Therefore, for the fast compression
of the cellular structure of the foam, the mechanical properties depend especially on the amount
of air and the breathability of porous cells and thus on strain rate _εðtÞ. Already in 1970 in Ref.
[10], it was published that the rate of air cells has an influence on the value of an energy
dissipation ϑðtÞ, which PU foam can absorb. From the viewpoint of the mechanical properties,
polyurethane foams are nearly isotropic viscoelastic materials. It has been published in 1987 by
Ref. [11]. They state that during tri-axial test, wherein the sample is simultaneously loaded in
three main directions of the basic coordinate system (X, Y, and Z), approximately same course of
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the loading curves is obtained. They differ only in constant. As a result, deformation/strain ε in
the main axis of the load and a volumetric deformation γ can be expressed with Eqs. (2) and (3).
The results of analysis of the structure of PU foam samples with dimensions of 100  100  40
mm, which were numbered 1–6, are shown in Table 1. Air volume in the analyzed samples
reached 96.5  0.5%, wherein the parameter of the packing densityΨwas from 0.033 to 0.034. It
is due to the density of pure polyurethane polymer (for the comfort stuff, it is from 1200 to 1500
kg m3). Depending on the increasing amount of polyurethane in the PU foam sample, the air
volume decreases. This fact can be illustrated with a parametric graph (Figure 1).
Ψ ¼
Vpolym
Vair
, (1)
where Ψ [] is the parameter of the packing density of PU foam, Vpolym is the volume of PU
foam [m3], and Vair [m
3] is volume of the air.
Sample Density
[kg m3]
Areal weight
[g m2]
Air content
[%]
Ψ
[]
Average size of cells
(inner structure) [μm]
Average size of cells
(outer structure) [μm]
1 48  0.01 1920  0.40 96.0  0.80 0.032 544  37 687  51
2 51  0.26 2045  5.20 96.5  0.92 0.034 446  43 562  48
3 50  0.16 2003  3.20 96.6  0.67 0.033 478  26 601  63
4 47  0.33 1887  3 96.8  0.70 0.031 593  52 690  39
5 50  0.12 2002  0.40 96.6  0.27 0.034 462  27 613  53
6 49  0.39 1966  7.13 96.7  0.22 0.033 455  45 625  38
Table 1. Parameters of tested PU samples.
Figure 1. Characteristic structure of PU foam.
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Figure 2. (a) Inner structure (low-porous envelop). (b) Inner structure of PU foam with characteristic shape of cell (left)
and detail of inner structure (right).
Figure 3. The volume of air and material in the structure of polyurethane foams depending on the specific weight of pure
polymer.
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Γ ¼
ΔV
V0
¼
V0  Vcomp
V0
¼
Vair þ Vpolym
 
 Vcomp
Vair þ Vpolym
  ¼ 1Φ, (2)
ε ¼
L0  δ
L0
¼ 1 1
V0  Vcomp
V0
 1=3
¼ 1 1 γ½ 1=3, (3)
where Γ[] is total volume strain of PU foam, Vcomp [m
3] is compressed volume, V0 [m
3] is
undeformed volume, Vpolym [m
3] is volume of the polymer in PU foam, Vair [m
3] is volume of
air in cells, Φ [] is ratio of compressed and uncompressed volume, ε [] is strain, δ [mm] is
value (length) of compression, and L0 [mm] is origin undeformed length (Figures 2 and 3).
3. Measurement of properties of selected samples during static
compression
Mechanical properties of selected samples of PU foams show a stress dependent on the strain
rate, which is accompanied by a change of stiffness. The stiffness of the sample can be exper-
imentally determined as a slope of the tangent of the force depending on compression or
deformation. The most significant change of K is in the initial phase (area no. 1, Figure 13).
The material damping ηt is a mechanical variable that is difficult to measure. It can be approx-
imated for example by energy dissipation in a hysteresis curve. But it should be understood
that the obtained values will vary depending on the strain rate and the geometry of the loading
body. Generally, two foams with the same density may not have the same stiffness. Compara-
tive parameter may be contact pressures and the transmission characteristic that the value of
the resonant frequency determines. There are numerous of methodologies describing the
mechanical properties of PU foam, but they are not standardized. Therefore, own measure-
ment methodology was designed and implemented for a measurement of properties under
static and dynamic compression.
3.1. Determination of mechanical properties of samples of PU foams under static
compression
For obtaining mechanical properties of selected materials under static or quasi-static compres-
sion, the measurements were made on samples compressed with rigid steel plate with dimen-
sions of 200  200  50 mm. The specimen having areal dimension 100  100 mm was placed
on the rigid support. Samples change mechanical properties with the thickness that is reflected
in the changing of the stiffness and damping. These properties have measured on the PU foam
with thickness 60, 40 and 20 mm (sample No. 3). For the tests (Figure 4) an universal testing
machine Labortech 2.050 was used. A tension load cell with loading capacity 1 kN was placed
on a moving part of the measuring device. For the measurement, up to 50% deformation in
accordance with the standard DIN 54 305 was applied. This standard is used for quasi-static
compression tests of bulky fibrous structures, PU foam, and similar materials. The strain rate
was set 60 mmmin1. After deformation, achieving the unloading phase up to 0% deformation
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follows. This represents one cycle that is four times repeated. A loading signal has a triangular
wave shape. During the test, the force depending on compression is recorded. The results of
PU foam samples with different thickness are shown in Figure 5. The results have confirmed
that with decreasing thickness, the force required to compression of the sample to the desired
deformation increases. It is also seen that between loading and unloading cycle is a hysteresis,
and between first and second cycles, a significant loss of force occurs (relaxation of the material).
The stiffness of samples was measured at the 5th cycle (Figure 6). The stiffness of samples with
thickness 60 and 40 mm in the range between 30 and 50 % exhibits a difference about 20 % (2000
N/m), while highest force at 50% deformation differs only about 30 N. A sample with a thickness
of 20 mm exhibited an increase in strength of 80 N in comparison with a sample thickness of
Figure 4. Determination of mechanical properties of samples of polyurethane foams during static compression: (a) scheme,
(b) realization of the measurement.
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60 mm, and increase in strength of 50 N in comparison with a sample having a thickness of
40 mm. However, the stiffness of the sample having a thickness of 20 mm compared with the
samples having a thickness of 40 and 60 mm increased about approximately 11,000 N/m.
There can be applied the inequality α60 < α40 < α20, that describes tangent slope of initial
stiffness of the cellular structure of a given thickness. It can be concluded that the targeted
reduction in the thickness of the polyurethane foam (the idea of new seat and back car seats
design) is not useful for the quality of the seating. It is not suitable especially for safety reasons.
For example, currently manufactured headrests, where the structure of comfortable filler is made
of PU foam having the thickness less than 20 mm exhibit at high strain rate significant hardening
of the structure [3].
3.2. Determination of mechanical properties of PU samples during
dynamic compression
Mechanical properties during dynamic compression relate to the ability of the material to dampen
incoming vibrations with a given frequency and amplitude. It is caused by the reorganization of
the structure, in this instance cellular, in which entering mechanical energy is being transformed
to heat in a short time interval. Great amount of the dissipated mechanical energy ϑðtÞ that was
Figure 5. Dependence of force on the deformation of PU foam samples with dimensions 100  100  60, 40 and 20 mm
during cyclic compression.
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described by Eq. (23) is proportional to the area of hysteresis curve that describes the relation
between tension and the relative deformation during one cycle of harmonic stress. Generally, with
viscoelastic structures, it is true that in the harmonic excitation, the structure stress σðtÞ and
deformation εðtÞ change in time, while εðtÞ has certain phase delay to the applied stress σðtÞ,
which is defined by Eqs. (4) and (5). Phase shift φðtÞ between the tension and relative deformation
lies during the harmonic excitation in the interval φðtÞ∈ 0,pi=2ð Þ.
σðtÞ ¼ σ  cos ðω  tþ φÞ ¼ σ  cosφ  cos ðω  tÞ þ σ  sinφ  cos ðω  tþ pi=2Þ (4)
εðtÞ ¼ ε  cos ðω  tÞ, (5)
Eq. (4) describing time dependency of the tension during harmonic compression can be further
described in Eq. (6) expressing components of the dynamic module of the material structure.
σðtÞ ¼ E
0
P  ε  cos ðω  tÞ þ E
00
P  ε  cos ðω  tþ pi=2Þ, (6)
where E
0
P is a real component of the dynamic flexibility module describing durability proper-
ties of the material, and E
00
P is imaginary component of the dynamic flexibility module describ-
ing dissipation of energy (loss module). Both modules are described by Eqs. (7) and (8), from
which it is possible to obtain complex dynamic module E
D
P according to Eq. (9).
Figure 6. Dependence of stiffness on the deformation of PU foam samples with dimensions 100  100  60, 40 and
20 mm.
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E
0
P ¼
σ0
ε0
 cosφ, (7)
E
00
P ¼
σ0
ε0
 sinφ, (8)
E
0
P ¼
σ0
ε0
 cosφ, (9)
where E
D
P is a complex dynamic module and i represents imaginary component.
To obtain mechanical properties during dynamic compression of the selected PU foams,
measurements with 100  100  40 mm samples were conducted. All observed properties
from these measurements can be summarized in these points:
• Determining the mechanical properties of selected samples with dynamic compression
against a rigid plate without the initial deformation.
• Determining the mechanical properties of selected samples with dynamic compression
against a rigid plate with the initial deformation.
3.3. Determining the mechanical properties of selected samples with dynamic
compression against a rigid plate without the initial deformation
The experiment took place in the hydrodynamic laboratory (HDL). The measuring device was
comprised of a hydraulic cylinder with an attached contraption to insert the sample. The con-
traption consists of two vertical supporting tubes put on the circular plate that were connected
by a crosspiece from the top. In the middle of the crosspiece, an immovable tube pole was
attached, with a 0.5 kN sensor placed on it. The sample was put between the upper and lower
rigid plates. The arrangement of the conducted experiment is described in Figure 7. Input
excitation harmonic signal (stationary periodical) was defined by Eq. (10). This signal is suitable
for more than a study and experimental comparison of the material samples of different struc-
tures, because it is a base signal for the comparison and optimization of competent car seats [6].
yðzÞ ¼ AðzÞ  sin ðωtÞ, (10)
where yðzÞ is a defined cylindrical lift, AðzÞ is the input amplitude, and ω ¼ 2pif is an angular
velocity.
There are two possible approaches to define the input excitation of the hydraulic cylinder:
1. Measurement with frequencies comprised in one input file (one measurement with
gradual change of the frequency value)
2. Measurement with initial constant frequency value (gradual measurement)
Measurements of the selected samples were conducted according to the method number 2—
measurement with a constant initial frequency value. In total, seven measurements with a gradu-
ally rising frequency f were conducted, starting from 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 8 Hz with constant
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value of the amplitude AðzÞ ¼ 20 mm (i.e. up to 50% deformation) for the evaluation of five
consecutive cycles. The difference of the harmonic course of a given input frequency is
described in Figure 8, describing how the rising frequency value also raises the value of a
phase shift (oscillation) of the hydraulic cylinder. Measurements were repeated three times.
The resultant courses of the tested PU foam sample for individual frequency values during
the fifth cycle are shown in Figure 9. The resultant courses of the dependence between
pressure forces applied on the PU foam samples that were compressed against a rigid plate
without the initial deformation for selected frequency values, which were 0.5, 2, and 4 Hz,
are presented in Figure 11. The order of experiment where initial deformation is applied is
shown in Figure 10.
The results of harmonic compression without the initial deformation in the fifth cycle of the PU
foam sample (Figure 9) show that the change in frequency changes hysteresis force depen-
dence on the pressure and relief. Looking at the PU foam sample, it is apparent that increasing
frequency value 0.5, 2, and 4 Hz also increases the value of the force necessary to compress the
material, but on the other hand starts dropping for frequencies 5 and 8 Hz. Maximum force value
necessary to compress the PU foam sample was 191 N during 4 Hz frequency, while frequency 5
Hz slightly decreases the force value to 182 N and frequency 8 Hz requires only 165 N. This
shows that the cell structure of the PU foam sample changes mechanical properties with the
speed of deformation and change in frequency. It is apparent from the results that the PU foam
sample changes its properties based on the speed of deformation, while the main influence can
be seen in the presence of air in the foam structure. The air is not capable of getting back into the
structure during unloading after reaching a certain strain rate; therefore, its influence is not as
significant and the force value also decreases during compression.
Figure 7. Determination of mechanical properties of samples of polyurethane foams during dynamic compression: (a)
scheme, (b) realization of the measurement.
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Figure 9. Dependence of force on deformation of dynamically compressed samples without initial deformation.
Figure 8. Input harmonic signals for measuring of dynamically compressed samples without initial deformation.
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Figure 11. Dependence of force on deformation of dynamically compressed samples with initial deformation.
Figure 10. Determination of mechanical properties of samples of polyurethane foams during dynamic compression with
initial deformation: (a) scheme, (b) realization of the measurement.
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3.4. Determining the mechanical properties of selected samples with dynamic
compression against a rigid plate with the initial deformation
The experiment with chosen samples was conducted 60 min after the first measurement, a
long enough time necessary to relax the tested sample. The only difference in measurement
was that the tested sample was compressed by the upper rigid plate by 20 mm to its initial
50% deformation. After the initial compression, seven measurements with gradually rising
frequency f were conducted, from 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 8 Hz but with the amplitude at
AðzÞ ¼ 5 mm for five repeating cycles. The arrangement of the experiment is shown in Figure 10.
The resultant courses of the tested PU foam sample for individual frequency values during the
fifth cycle are shown in Figure 9.
Results for the PU foam sample with initial 50% deformation in the fifth cycle of the repeated
compression (Figure 11) show that the change in frequency also increases the force necessary
to compress the material that reaches maximum 246 N and frequency of 8 Hz. This is different,
compared to the dynamic measurement of the sample without the initial deformation, because
beginning with 5 Hz value, the necessary compression force began to drop. The courses also
have a very similar character while comparing samples with different frequency of 0.5, 2, 4,
and 8 Hz, which creates so-called “banana curve” shown in Figure 11. While comparing the
courses during 8 Hz frequency, a dynamic ratio id expressing the ratio between the maximum
force value and minimum force value of the force relief during compression in the PU foam
samples is id ¼ 4:86 (min 50 N and max 243 N). The higher the value of the dynamic ratio
between maximum and minimum force, the faster the material recovers, because there is a
greater energy return to recover the material. From the maximum force value necessary to
compress the tested sample during the dynamic measurement, it is apparent that the value
is higher than during a static compression; therefore, the rigidity of the sample increases. It
is possible to determine the dynamic flexibility module EDP is greater than static flexibility
module ESP.
3.5. Measuring the relaxation of the chosen material samples
Also, it is important to compare the mechanical properties during a long-term compression. As
it was stated, the cellular structure of the PU foam becomes more supple under constant
pressure, and the increase in deformation grows εðt2Þjσ¼konst > εðt1Þ, i.e. the structure “melts,”
or during the constant deformation, ε ¼ konst: relaxes and the tension gradually decreases
σðt2Þjg¼konst < σðt1Þ. This is true in general for all materials with viscoelastic properties. According
to Refs. [1, 6], it is more advantageous to measure the relaxation of material for the evaluation of
mechanical properties, because the “melting” of the structure during the constant compression is
minimal and almost negligible (the significance grows during long-term measurements—weeks,
months—in high temperatures). Comparison of the compressed samples was conducted to eval-
uate the relaxation of material. The experiment was conducted on the same device just as during
the static testing (Figure 4). The relaxation properties were compared for the PU foam samples
100  100  40 mm. The observed properties obtained from these measurements can be summa-
rized in the following points:
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• determining the relaxation of the chosen samples compressed by the rigid plate into the
constant deformation value.
• determining the relaxation module for the chosen samples.
3.6. Determining the relaxation of the chosen samples compressed by the rigid plate
into the constant deformation value
The sample was compressed by the rigid plate into the constant value atduring 10, 25, 50, and
65% deformation, while measuring the material response to the compression during 3600 s.
Resultant courses of the sample force response dependence to time are shown in Figure 12.
The resultant comparison of the course of relaxation of the PU foam sample shows minimum
relaxation during low deformation values (10 and 25%); on the other hand, there was an apparent
decrease in force over time during 50–65% deformation. The PU foam sample had a decrease in
force of 34 N during 65% deformation (initial force value was 118 N and the final force value was
84 N). The drop in force overtime can be converted to the decrease in tension over time, which can
then express the values of the relaxation modulus G(t) according to Eq. (14) describing the
decrease in tension in the material structure in a time sequence. Values G(t) for each deformation
differed in the PU foam sample. This can be explained by the cellular structure with low initial
deformation of 10% having greater rigidity and cellular structure with greater initial deformation
having less air in its structure. In fact, the structure closes and the permeability decreases, and
therefore the air cannot return to the structure. Relaxation module values for the tested samples
are shown in Table 2.
Figure 12. Comparison of relaxation experiment of PU foam.
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3.7. Mathematic-physical description of mechanical behavior of PU foam samples
Mechanical properties of the PU foam samples have a non-linear course during compression.
This is a viscoelastic behavior with great, almost returnable, transformation, in the order of
92  3% [12]. During the force relief on the foam, the hysteresis loop manifests, based on the
volume weight, rigidity K, and damping coefficient η
t
with gradual relaxation of the cell struc-
ture, that is more significant during the quasi-static compression than dynamic, among
others [6, 12]. The inability of rapid recovery after the deformation also materializes. During the
compression, the non-linear behavior of PU foam sample is characterized by three areas: first, initial
solidification; second, steady course of deformation during the minimum gain in absolute tension;
and third, final and significant solidification of the cell structure. Characteristic course of tension in
the dependence on the transformation of the tested PU foam sample is shown in Figure 13.
The graphic course shown in Figure 13 characterizes nonlinear dependence of tension on the
transformation, gained during the experimental measurement of the PU foam sample number 3
(Table 1) compressed to 98  2% transformation. The sample number 3 had characteristic area 1
—lasting up to 12  3% transformation, which was given by the elastic, almost linear, course
with a steep onset of the tension caused by initially fast solidification of the cellular structure,
where the inclination of the curve is dependent on the strain rate.Area 2 can be set for the range of
15–50  5% transformation, where so-called plateau takes place (even temporary stabilization)
meaning the absolute increase in tension depending on the transformation is minimal. In the
area 3, approximately from 60  7 up to 92  3% deformation begins a steep exponential course
caused by the final compression of the structure (the structure starts to almost mash). Already, in
the year 1969, Rush [13] published analytical model closely describing the behavior of the com-
pressed PU foam. The author based his assumptions on the constitutive equation describing the
response of the material after compression, that is characterized by a constant module of flexibility
E, the size of deformation transformation ε, and the compression function ΛðεÞ, that can be
described by Eq. (11), where E presents module of foam flexibility, ε is deformation, and ΛðεÞ is
compression function.
σ ¼ E  ε  ΛðεÞ, (11)
Constitutive Eq. (11) was improved upon by Schwaber and Meinecke [14] in 1971 and by
Nagy et al. [15] in 1974 by the functional dependence of variable flexibility modulus E on the
strain rate _ε, which is described by Eqs. (12) and (13). These relations can be used to determine
immediate rigidity in the structure, because the weight of the structuremðε, _εÞ and the flexibility
Time t [s] 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3600 Deformation [%]
G(t) [KPa] of PU foam 0.280 0.270 0.265 0.240 0.240 0.240 10
0.132 0.128 0.126 0.126 0.126 0.126 25
0.112 0.108 0.106 0.102 0.100 0.099 50
0.143 0.137 0.134 0.131 0.128 0.128 65
Table 2. Results of relaxation modulus G(t).
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modulus Eð _εÞ are variable and depend on the immediate state of the deformation or transfor-
mation ε.
σ ¼ Eð _εÞ  f ðεÞ  ε, (12)
σ ¼ mðε, _εÞ  f ðεÞ, (13)
where f ðεÞ describes polynomial function describing the course during compression, mðε, _εÞ is
the weight of the structure that is variable on deformation ε and the strain rate _ε.
Characteristic properties of the PU foam sample during compression are influenced mostly by
the size of the deformation εðtÞ but also time t that takes to compress the cellular structure.
Related to this is a physical effect called creep (thinning the structure); in other words, the
structure of the PU foam becomes suppler under constant pressure and the deformation
increases εðt2Þjσ¼konst > εðt1Þ. Similarly behaves the structure during relaxation of the mate-
rial—during constant deformation ε ¼ konst (for example, repeated cyclic compression up
Figure 13. Nonlinear dependence of stress of PU foam sample (top), and the characteristic courses in three main areas
(bottom).
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to 50% transformation and the material fatigue), the tension gradually decreases. It is
possible to describe this physical effect by the value of the relaxation modulus GðtÞ (14)
described by the relation between acting tension σðtÞ and a constant GðtÞ deformation
ε ¼ konst: In Ref. [1], it is stated that increasing deformation of the PU foam sample
decreases the value GðtÞ where a setting of relaxation modulus values materializes during
long-term test for values of small and large deformations as stated in Figure 14. This effect
is caused by viscoelasticity of the material (this does not have to be true in all viscoelastic
materials, and it even can be reversed).
GðtÞ ¼
σðtÞ
εkonst
(14)
Mechanical properties of the PU foam are further determined by the temperature T. Authors
in [16] already included the influence of temperature T in the analytical model and consecutive
constitutive relation is further described by Eq. (15). The relation character (15) was further
improved in Ref. [17] by material constants a, b reflecting even the strain rate _ε in relation to
morphology of the foam, described by Eq. (16). Authors already establish constants in the
model, which statistically describe the frequency of air bubbles in the structure. It is necessary
to mention that the significant influence of temperature on the foam behavior happens
according to the experience of the producers only in foams used to fill the comfort layers of
Figure 14. Relaxation modulus of viscoelastic material depending on time.
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the car seats during high deviations from the room temperature (for example extreme cold
40C or on the other hand extremely high temperatures above 70C).
σ ¼ hðT, _εÞ  gðρÞ  f ðεÞ, (15)
σ ¼ σ0ðεÞ  hðTÞ 
_ε
_ε0
 aþbτ
(16)
where hðT, _εÞ expresses a step function related to the temperature T and the change in the
strain rate _ε, gðρÞ is experimentally set value related to the structure density, and a, b are
material constants a, b ≥ 1ð Þ.
Viscoelastic behavior of the PU foam can be significantly described using rheological models,
i.e. Refs. [8, 14, 16, 17]. Rheology is a science investigating mostly changes in tension σ and
transformations in relation to time t and the strain rate _ε. It stems from the transformation of
continuum and therefore does not investigate the structure mechanics (structure morphology
and typology, number of air bubbles) compared to the previous relations. Models are created
via system of connections of various combinations of Hook elastic elements (springs) and
Newton viscose components (damper). They allow for approximate description of non-linear
behavior of materials structures including PU foam, by linear components in a various number
and combination. It is possible to also study the relaxation and material creep from the
obtained relations from the rheological models. The advantage of rheological models is mostly
independence on material models in the finite element method programs. In the wide range of
publications concerning modeling of PU foam, i.e. Refs. [6, 8], a one-dimensional Kelvin or
Maxwell rheological model was used. Authors often mention good congruence of the resultant
dependencies of the rheological model in comparison with experimental measurements. Com-
plex cellular structure of the PU foam causes more complicated rheological behavior, where
deformation always contains part of elastic, viscose, or sometimes permanent deformation.
From the refining values of these one-dimensional rheological models, we can consecutively
obtain their n-parameter expansion, shown in Figure 15.
It is possible to create rheological model, which will be getting significantly (in limit) close to
the experimentally measured data, by a mutual composition and combination of n-parametric
Kelvin and N-parametric Maxwell model, better said by a various number of compounded
Hook and Newton elements. According to such model, it will be possible to create a
corresponding mathematical expression describing mechanical properties of the PU foam
sample, especially the dependence of force/compression or tension/transformation or also
dampening and elastic properties (rigidity coefficient K and a dampening coefficient ηt on the
immediate transformation). This can be achieved by a rheological model according to
Figure 16. This is a modified n-parametric Tucket model. This model shows practically three
characteristic areas. The first part is comprised of a sum of m-number of springs (while m < n),
which describes initial solidification characteristic by an elastic deformation. The second part
represents an n-parametric Kelvin model, comprised by a sum of m—parallel-connected
springs and dampers, which describe the delayed viscoelastic deformation. The third part is
then characterized by a sum of m—number of dampers (while m < n), describing final
remaining deformation after tension ceases to be applied. The advantage of this model is
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mainly the fact that the faster the deformation is supposed to happen, the greater the inhibition
effect of the viscoelastic element; therefore, greater force must be applied to achieve desired
deformation. The model therefore describes the behavior of viscoelastic material that increases
resistance to compression of the applied force by an inner viscose medium. After the force
ceases to be applied (final value of compression δj
τ¼max), the deformation stays maintained in a
limit moment εðtÞ 	 δj
t¼0, and after some time, recovery follows.
According to the following rheological model (Figure 16), we can construct a corresponding
mathematical expression of the compressed PU foam sample by the Eqs. (17)–(24) describing
the dependence of the force on compression, for example, rigidity, dampening, or creep
suppleness.
Figure 15. N-parametric rheological models: Maxwell model (left) and Kelvin model (right).
Figure 16. N-parametric Tucket model allowing description of nonlinear behavior of PU foam.
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Xm
i¼1
KPUðτ1Þ  δðτ1Þ þ
d
dτ1
ηtPUðτ1Þδðτ1Þ
  
t
¼ Fzðτ1Þ pro m < n, τ1 < t, (17)
Xm
i¼1
KPUðτ2Þ  δðτ2Þ þ
d
dτ2
ηtPUðτ2Þδðτ2Þ
  
t
¼ Foðτ2Þ pro m < n, τ2 < t (18)
δðτ1Þ ¼ δðτ1Þ 
Fzðτ1Þ
KoPU

1
ηtPU
ðτ1
0
Fzðτ1Þdt, (19)
δðτ2Þ ¼ δðτ2Þ 
Foðτ2Þ
KoPU

1
ηtPU
ðτ2
0
Foðτ2Þdt, (20)
where Fzðτ1Þ describes stress force in time τ1 < t, Foðτ2Þ describes relieving force in time τ2 < t,
δðτ1Þ describes the duration of the material compression, that is different in time during
hysteresis (significantly longer, shorter, or negligible), among others due to resistance of the
material compared with the relief time δðτ2Þ, KPUðτ1,2Þ is the immediate value of rigidity of the
PU foam sample during compression, and stress relief ηtPUðτ1,2Þ is the immediate value of PU
foam sample dampening during compression and stress relief.
The functional dependence of the total rigidity and total dampening of the structure can be
consequently described.
KPUðtÞ ¼
Xn
i¼1
δðτ2Þ
τ2
 Fz þ
δðτ1Þ
τ1
 Fo
δðτ1Þ
τ1
þ
δðτ2Þ
τ2
 
 δðtÞ
0
BBB@
1
CCCA
t
, (21)
ηtPUðtÞ ¼
Xn
i¼1
δðτ1Þ
τ1
δðτ1Þ
τ1
þ
δðτ2Þ
τ2
 
 δðtÞ
ðt
0
Fzðτ1Þ  Foðτ2Þð Þdt
0
BBB@
1
CCCA
t
, (22)
where KPUðtÞ describes total rigidity of the PU foam sample, and ηtPUðtÞ describes total
dampening of the sample.
Also through the work difference, it is possible to obtain the relation for the dissipated energy
ϑðt, δ, TÞ, which describes energy that can be absorbed by the material.
ϑðt, δ, TÞ ¼
Xn
i¼1
Wz Woð Þt ¼
Xn
i¼1
∮ Fz  Foð Þtdl, (23)
where Wz,Wod describe work that the material does during compression and unloading.
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Using this model, it is possible to describe creep suppleness ΘðtÞ in Eq. (24).
ΘðtÞ ¼
1
E0
ð1 e
t
τÞ þ
Xm
i¼1
ΘðmÞ  1 e

t
τ
 m0
B@
1
CA f or m < n, τ2 < t, (24)
where E0 is the initial stiffness module.
Results of the n-parametric Tucket model expressed as the dependence of the tension on the
transformation are shown in Figure 17 where courses are in a very good agreement with the
experiment. Correlation coefficient comparing between surveyed courses has a value of
0.978. Certain difference is probably given by a fact that the rheological model does not
include the structure morphology, i.e., the cell walls bend and from a certain phase of com-
pression create friction between one another. According to Eqs. (21) and (22), it is possible to
determine the course of rigidity and dampening of the PU foam sample (Figure 18).
Using appropriate relations, we can determine absolute value of deformation energy EðμÞ or
deformation work W(μ) that is necessary to apply to compress such structures. Fibrous struc-
tures are not conservative, therefore during the compression depending on the character of the
deformation from the initial to final state, according to Ref. [18], it can be considered that
Figure 17. Comparison of nonlinear dependence of stress on strain of PU foam, experiment (line), n-Tucket n-parametric
model (dotted line), and correlation coefficient 0.978.
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elementary work growth dW used to compress structure is directly proportional to the elemen-
tary gain of the deformation energy dE according to the Eq. (25) where elementary energy gain is
a total function differential EðμÞ ¼ EμðεiÞ, which can be described by Einstein summary conven-
tion according to Eq. (26). Deformation into individual directions εi is possible to further describe
using the filling μ according to Eq. (25). It is then possible to gain derivation change (transforma-
tion) of the filling in dependence to the deformation εi as per Eq. (26).
dWðμÞ ¼ CdEðμÞ pro C ≥ 1, (25)
dE ¼
∂E
∂εi
dεi pro i ¼ 1,…, 3, (26)
μ ¼
VV
VC
¼
VV
ð1þ εiÞð1þ εjÞð1þ εkÞ
¼
μ0
ð1þ εiÞð1þ εjÞð1þ εkÞ
(27)
∂μ
∂εi
¼
∂
∂εi
μ0
ð1þ εiÞð1þ εjÞð1þ εkÞ
 
¼
μ0
ð1þ εiÞ
2ð1þ εjÞð1þ εkÞ
, (28)
whereWðμÞ is a deformation work (W(μ) =
Ð
σdε), C is a constant of proportionality, εi, j,k describes
deformation into the main direction of extension, and μ0 is the initial filling, i.e. μ0 ¼ VV .
The structure creates resistance during deformation against the compression described by the
distribution of Cauchy (real) stress tensor σii related to the areas in the deformed continuum,
Figure 18. N-parametric Tucket model: course of stiffness and damping depending on compression.
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which is well described in Ref. [19]. This is described in Figure 19, which shows base configu-
ration of elementary continuum cube, where εi ¼ 0jt¼t0 transforms during increases in defor-
mation into the deformed shape εi 6¼ 0jt>t0 . Using Cauchy stress tensor σii, it is possible to
describe Eq. (25) by the sum of contributions to the main directions of deformation, which is
given by Eq. (29). Total stress σHMH described by the von Mises hypothesis (Eq. (30)) based on
normal parts of Cauchy stress tensor σii simply describes the compression pressure pk.
X3
i¼1
σiidεi ¼ C
X3
i¼1
∂E
∂εi
dεi (29)
σHMH ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1
2
σ11  σ22ð Þ
2 þ σ22  σ33ð Þ
2 þ σ11  σ33ð Þ
2
h ir
(30)
where σHMH is a total (reduced) tension according to the hypothesis HMH (Huber, von Mises,
Hencky), σ11,σ22, σ33 are the Cauchy stresses in the main directions of the basic coordinate
system Xi.
3.8. Summary of the property analysis of selected PU foam samples
The property analysis of the chosen PU foam construction samples determined that the
tested samples have a low-permeable shell caused by the filled structure in form, and inner
structure is permeable. Depending on the specific weight ρ, which can move from 47 to 51 kg
Figure 19. Elementary continuum of compressed structure.
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m3,the packing density Ψ (1) increases while influencing the average cell size of the mate-
rial structure (Table 1). Cellular structure of the PU foam sample influences strain-stress
curve during compression. Typical course is characterized by the initial rigidity depending
on the strain rate, given stable area so-called plateau and the final steep exponential increase
in force.
Mechanical properties are significantly influenced by the character of the cellular structure,
and they can be summarized as follows:
• Deformation ε is the function of not only tension σ, but also time t, and in the examined
area (up to 95  3% transformation), it can be considered reversible.
• Material deformation is dampened by inner viscose resistances, i.e., dampening of the
cellular structure, η
tPU
, therefore cannot be realized immediately.
• The faster the deformation happens, the more intense the dampening effect of the material
viscosity materializes, but also the air viscosity, which cannot be squeezed out of the
cellular structure immediately and, therefore, manifests as an initial significant increase
in rigidity (the slower the compression, the lower the initial rigidity! the initial rigidity is
nearing the behavior of the so-called plateau).
• Recovery manifests (recovery—the ability to immediately recover after deformation)
given viscoelastic properties determined by hysteresis.
• Relaxation manifests, i.e., decrease in tension in prestressed condition σðtÞjzkonst < σð0Þ
• Creepmanifests, i.e., the growth in deformation under constant pressure εðtÞjσkonst > εð0Þ
• Mathematic-physical description of PU foam mechanical properties can be described by a
constitutive relations and by rheologic models, for example, modified n-parametric
Tucket model according to which it is possible to express the coefficient of rigidity and
dampening of PU foam.
• For a qualitative analysis of the PU foam during compression, or for wider knowledge of
mechanical properties that cannot be sufficiently measured nor mathematically described
(distribution of main tensions and transformation in individual directions, contact pres-
sures), it is suitable to construct model simulation of mechanical properties in the setting
of the finite element method.
4. Model simulations of mechanical properties of selected samples
The analysis and measurements of mechanical properties of PU foam samples are generally
limited only to certain information, and therefore, it cannot tell us the immediate distribution of
deformation and tension in the material structure. This is because the options for measurements
are limited; options to place sensors and some properties cannot be well measured (for example,
distribution of main tension and deformation of the cellular structure). In this case, a compilation
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of appropriate model simulation according to the numerical method becomes a viable option.
Programming a model simulation in FEM setting is the most significant to our purpose, but
certain ways also offer other numerical methods, for example, method of discrete elements
(MDE), method of boundary elements (BEM), or method of finite volume (FVM). The FEM
method was used exclusively in this work. Mechanical compression of the selected PU foam
samples creates many heterogeneous attributes in its inner structure, which change with the size
of deformation, as was stated. While modeling such structures, Refs. [8, 20] agree that it is
necessary to simplify or ignore certain characteristic attributes, and both state that a great
problem of modeling non-linear attributes is mostly the description of the main tensions in short
time differentiations Δt ¼ tiþ1  ti. The solution of peripheral problem of great deformations
created by compression of the sample further lies not only in the correct input of peripheral
conditions andmaterial properties, but also in the construction of proposed net of finite elements.
FEM programs are currently very well worked out and allow for the conversion of continuous
problem solution to the final solution, where it is possible to suggest appropriate geometrically
simple partial sub-regions (finite elements) for approximate solution in the preprocessor.
Let ℵ⊂R3 is a continuous area of three-dimensional space. Their boundaries will be Γ, where Γ
is the so-called Lipschitz boundary, and let an approximation of the selected basis functions are
derived over each finite element with dimension l, because any continuous function may be
represented by linear combinations of algebraic polynomials converging to a continuous solu-
tion i.e. liml!0 ! ξ ≈ 1. Thus, FEM can be understood as a special type of a variation method
using mathematical description of solved problem. Current substantial commercial FEM soft-
ware (for example, Ansys, Abaqus, Permas, LS-Dyna, Marc, and PAM CRASH) allow to assem-
ble and then solve the loading of nonlinear materials not only with viscoelastic properties using
mathematical relationships based on continuum mechanics and rheological model (for example,
Kelvin model, Maxwell model, and so on). Also they allow with sufficient accuracy the studying
and modeling of qualitatively more complex problems such as contacts of two or more bodies
(i.e., the interaction between the material and probe or human body).
4.1. Selection of suitable software for the assembly of FEM model
In this study for all model simulations, software PAM CRASH was selected. It is the FEM
software from ESI-Group company (http://www.esi-group.com/) that is used for the study of
nonlinear isotropic and anisotropic materials and contact problems in quasi-static and
dynamic states. Similar to FEM software as LS-Dyna, Abaqus Explicit, and ANSYS Explicit.
The basic principle of explicit methods is second Newton’s law, which may be expressed in a
matrix form by Eq. (31).
M  €u ¼ FE  FI , (31)
whereM is a matrix of mass, €u is the acceleration matrix of node vectors, FE is the matrix of the
vector of external forces acting on the node, and FI is a matrix of vectors of internal forces
(volume forces).
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The matrix of acceleration vectors, where the acceleration expresses second derivation of the
searched (unknowns) displacements (Eq. (32)), can be obtained according to Eq. (31). Then,
vector matrix of internal and external forces can be expressed by Eqs. (33) and (34).
€u ¼ M1  FE  FI (32)
FI ¼
XNε
ε¼1
ð
Ω
BT  σndΩþ F
Hurg þ Fkont
0
@
1
A, (33)
FE ¼
XNε
ε¼1
ð
vε
ρ  κεi∞dvε þ
ð
sε
χi  ϑ
ε
∞
dsε
0
@
1
A (34)
where B is matrix of basic functions of the strain, Fkont is the vector of the contact forces, FHurg is
a vector of hourglassing damping forces, σn is the matrix of acting stress in member, ρ is
density of the member, κi is vector of volume forces, and χi is vector of surface forces.
Founded matrix of displacement vectors u (Eq. (36)) can be expressed by an integration of the
acceleration €u or velocity of displacements _u (Eq. (35)) in accordance with following formulas:
_u ¼ _utþΔt=2 ¼ _utΔt=2 þ €ut 
Δtt þ ΔttþΔt
2
(35)
u ¼ utþΔt ¼ ut þ _utþΔt=2  ΔttþΔt (36)
where ut is a vector of instantaneous velocity and utΔt and utþΔt are vectors of previous or
subsequent displacements.
The software has sophisticated algorithms for complex nonlinear contacts [21], where ongoing
simulation model is divided into a selected sequence of m-intervals (where m ≤ t and
mmin ¼ 1). For each time step, the displacement vector ut is calculated. This vector describes
that in following time step, the origin geometry A0 is changed to current geometry AtþΔt in
consequence of the change of displacement vector utþΔt in Eq. (37).
AtþΔt ¼ A0þ utþΔt (37)
In further steps, instantaneous Cauchy stress σtþΔt can be expressed using constitutive
relations according to Eq. (38) that the algorithm processor expresses as strain change of
elements dε ¼ ∂u=∂Xi (i ¼1,.., 3). Subsequently, a new vector of internal forces for individual
nodes is calculated. Variable tþ Δt is overwritten with t, and the calculation proceeds to the
next step.
σtþΔt ¼ f ðσt, dεÞ, (38)
The resulting simulation time step Δt is described with Eq. (39) and relates to the calculation
time, which is proportional to the size of the smallest element lmin, the square root of the
material density ρ, and inversely proportional to the square root of elastic modulus E.
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The advantage of the explicit method is an order of magnitude faster than explicit method,
because the implicit method the time step becomes a quadratic function [21].
Δt ≤ Δtkrit ¼ lmin 
ffiffiffi
ρ
E
r
(39)
where Δtkrit expresses the minimal (critical) time step for the simulation.
Subsequently, the processor for viscoelastic structure expresses Cauchy stress σij by the tensor
of a nominal stress σnomij , which is inversely proportional to vectors extension λi (Eq. (40)) as
described [22].
σij ¼
σnomij
λi  λk
(40)
where λi expresses vectors of extension to the principal directions and λk is a permutation index.
4.2. FEM simulation of mechanical properties of selected samples of PU foam
Simulations were performed in FE software for sample of the PU foam sample. Simulations
were performed for a complete assessment of the selected material because the experimental
methods cannot give an explanation of behavior and change of the shape, especially under
dynamic loading. Model simulations were performed in the following steps:
• an assembling of two models dynamically compressed between rigid plates without
initial deformation,
• a creation of the appropriate finite element mesh of the model in preprocessor and import
of data file into the environment of PAM CRASH,
• a defining of appropriate initial and boundary conditions,
• an assembly of a nonlinear material model of selected samples,
• evaluating and comparing of the results of simulations in postprocessor.
• assembling of two models dynamically compressed between rigid plates without initial
deformation,
• FE model consists of three parts: the test specimen and two plates (moveable and rigid).
For each part of the model, structured finite element mesh using a special software Altair
11.0 Hypermesh was created. The finite element mesh was then imported through a text file
with the extension .pc to the software PAM CRASH. All input parameters of the simulation
model (material properties, loads, experimental data, contacts etc.) can be entered and
verified in the data file. Assembled FE model is shown in Figure 20. The environment of
the text file is shown in Figure 21.
Applied types and sizes of elements that affect the final time step ∆t of the model (Eq. (39)) are
shown in Table 3.
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Figure 20. FEM model of sample dynamically compressed without the initial deformation.
Figure 21. Modification of the input parameters in the FEM model dataset (left); visualization of the simulation model in
PAM CRASH (right).
Model Element
type
Element size
[mm]
Element
number
Friction in
contact
Distance between
contacts [mm]
Time step Δt [s]
Rigid
plates
2D shell 4 3600 0.1 0.5 5.297  101
PU foam 3D solid 4 6250 0.1 0.5 0.1471  104
Table 3. FEM model dynamically compressed sample.
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5. The initial and boundary conditions of the sample compressed with
rigid plate
The initial and boundary conditions were defined as in the experiment. They can be summa-
rized in the following points:
• geometric dimensions of the model sample are 100  100  40 mm,
• bottom plate was defined as perfectly rigid (so-called rigid body) with the translation in
the vertical axis Z (uz 6¼ 0, ux,y ¼ 0) with harmonic frequency and amplitude A(z) ¼ 20
mm (i.e., 50% deformation) that is defined with Eq. (6),
• upper plate was again defined as rigid body without any translation (fixed) in all direc-
tions (ux,y,z ¼ 0), and
• contacts were defined between contact surfaces of the sample with plates (Table 1).
A solution of contact (Eq. (22)) between two or more parts in the explicit method consists in the
fact that the surface of the acting component, so-called Slave Area (the plate), pushes on the
surface of the second part, so-calledMaster Area (the sample),wherein the contact is calculated
between the nodes of two bodies which are in the conjunction [23] (Figure 22).
6. Material model assembling of selected PU foam
Material models in the PAM CRASH chosen to describe the nonlinear behavior of selected
samples are prepared from material library, namely:
• Material model describing the mechanical behavior of PU foam has been defined through
a nonlinear material model 45—General Nonlinear Strain Rate Dependent Foam with Optional
Energy Absorption. This material model has already been used and published, for example,
in Refs. [3, 9, 12]. Its advantage is to especially allow to assess the influence of rigidity of
polyurethane foams depending on the strain rate. The model is based on the rheological
Figure 22. The principle of contact in the model simulations using explicit FEM scheme (left), and resulting model (right).
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behavior of the modified Kelvin model that allows to express Cauchy stress σi in the
loading axis in accordance with Eq. (41).
σi ¼ E  εiðtÞ þ ηt  _εiðtÞ, (41)
where E is modulus of elasticity, εiðtÞ and _εiðtÞexpress the strain and strain rate in a single
direction, and ηt is a damping of the material.
• Another suitable material can be material model 37—Viscoelastic Ogden Rubber for Solid
Elements—which allows to describe not only viscoelastic but also hyperelastic material
properties (suitable for the study of rubber, polymers, fibers, foams, etc.). This is based on
the description of the functional dependence of the strain energy density Eðλ1,λ2,λ3Þ
defined by Eq. (42), expressing the energy that is required for the structure deformation.
Practically, it is analogy to Eqs. (25) and (30).
Eðλ1,λ2,λ3Þ ¼
X3
i¼1
μp
αp

X3
i¼1
λ∝ σi  3
 !
(42)
where i ¼ 1,…, 3, Eðλ1,λ2,λ3Þis the strain energy density, μp and αp are material constants,
and let
Xn
p¼1
μp  αp
2
¼ G, where G is the shear modulus defined by Eq. (43), and λ∝ σi vectors are
elongation in principal directions.
G ¼
F
2  1þ vð Þ
, (43)
where E is elastic modulus and ν is Poisson’s ratio.
Using strain energy Eðλ1,λ2,λ3Þ, the Cauchy stress in principal directions σi can be expressed
in Eq. (44).
σi ¼ pk þ λ
∝ σ
i 
∂Eðλ1,λ2,λ3Þ
∂λ∝ σi
(44)
where pk is compression stress.
The input material parameters of the simulation model are given in Table 4.
Part Material model Density [kg m3] Initial module E [MPa] Poisson ratio γ [] Damping coefficient
Rigid plates Linear elastic 7850 210,000 0.3 –
PU foam mat. 45 50.16 2.6 – 0.2
Table 4. Material properties of FEM model dynamically loaded sample.
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7. Results of simulations
The input signal and a material response are shown in Figure 23. The results of simulations for
frequency 5 Hz are shown in Figure 24. In comparison with the real experiment, simulated
values have a high correlation coefficient (0.961) up to 37.5% deformation (compression of 15
mm). The correlation coefficient between the model and the real measurement when com-
pressed to 50% deformation exhibits a correlation of 0.932. The results of dynamically com-
pressed samples against the rigid plate without the initial deformation with parameters
according to Table 4 are in good agreement with experiments.
Figure 23. FEM model: excitation signal (left), and the response of the material on compression (right).
Figure 24. Comparison of the courses of experiment and FEM models.
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The distribution of strain in the X and Y directions (plane perpendicular to the axis of com-
pression) at a 37.5% deformation of the sample showed (Figure 25) that a sample of the PU
foam in these directions is significantly deformed, because in these areas, there is highest
stress. The maximum value of displacement vectors is 6404 mm, which is approximately 15%
deformation of the sample. This leads to the fact that the structure is substantially pushed out
from the sample. In contrast, non-polyurethane sample no. 11 is not practically in the plane
perpendicular to the axis of compression deformed (Figures 26–28), because the maximum
value of the displacement vectors is 0.034 mm.
Strain distribution also influences the value of the maximum principal stress during compres-
sion, as shown in Figures 26–28.
Results of the main stress shown in Figure 28 indicate that material of the PU foam sample is
pushed out already at 12.5% deformation. This phenomenon confirms that the PU foam with
increasing strain rate increases the stiffness and the foam is pushed out. These results were
further studied and tested in Refs. [3, 12]. The simulation of contact pressures has shown that
the strain of the foam in directions perpendicular to the direction of compression leads to
uneven stress distribution, which is reflected by the uneven distribution of contact pressures;
however, these results cannot be obtained experimentally under dynamic loading. That is why
Figure 25. FEM model of PU foam sample, distribution of displacement vectors at 37.5% deformation.
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the modeling is a suitable tool for obtaining of information that is not possible to achieve by the
experiments (Figure 29).
The results of loading at frequency 5 Hz and 37.5% deformation are summarized in Table 5.
Figure 26. Deformation 37.5%: FEM model of PU foam sample.
Figure 27. Deformation 25%: FEM model of PU foam sample.
Figure 28. Deformation 12.5%: FEM model of PU foam sample.
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8. Conclusion
For static and dynamic measurements of samples, experimental devices were designed and
implemented. Results showed that mechanical properties of PU foams are dependent on the
strain rate, because the air in the initial stage cannot escape from the structure under dynamic
loading, thus the air participates on the resulting foam properties. These results in increase of
the main stress in the peripheral parts of the PU foam sample, as shown in the simulation of
the sample loaded with harmonic signal. From the results of measurement of the relaxation, it
was observed. Using the FEM simulation, the distribution of contact pressures was also
compared. It was showed that the strain of the PU foam in directions perpendicular to the
direction of compression leads to uneven stress distribution, which is reflected by the uneven
distribution of contact pressures.
The described behavior influences properties of products containing PU foams. This behavior
is significantly reflected in the construction of car seats. For example, headrests are used to
capture the head in the rear impact (so-called whiplash). The energy absorption may be
insufficient due to the setting of the headrest. If the backrest is fully inserted, a significant
deflection of the spine in the area of the cervical vertebrae occurs, while if the headrest is
correctly set, the spine is not deflected. Also, a dependence of material stiffness on strain rate
has certain influence. The solution could be not only in the modification of the geometry and
the anatomical design of the seat, but also in the change of the headrest stuff material which is
not so dependent on the strain rate. The solution could be in a usage of foams with a highly
porous structure and foams in the combination with fibrous structures that do not exhibit
strong dependence of stiffness on the strain rate.
Figure 29. FEM model: comparison of contact pressures distribution at 37.5% deformation.
Sample Deformation [%] Principal stress [kPa] Total stress [kPa] Contact pressure [kPa]
PU foam 37.5 2.398 2.422 9.608
Table 5. Results of stress in dynamically compressed sample.
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Furthermore, it has been shown that the PU foam is not capable to transmit tensile stresses. If
the foam is under tensile stress, the stiffness will be very high with very low ability to deform.
This means that low deformation and also the force cause a tearing of the cell structure. If the
torn foam is further stressed, complete destruction occurs. This is especially important for
mounting and assembling, such as inserting a seat foam, backrest, or mattress into the cover.
This problem is further accentuated by relatively high surface friction of the foam to other
materials. Therefore, it is suitable to use an interlayer that reduces the friction between the
surfaces, e.g., interposed polyethylene film, which is removed after assembly or layer, which is
inserted permanently. On the other hand, the foam that is already torn can transmit a pressure
load without significant impact if the foam is placed in a cover or box that does not allow its
distortion in a direction that is perpendicular to acting load.
Also, it has shown that molded polyurethane foam has a qualitatively different surface com-
pared to the inner structure of the foam. The foam surface is closed, its porosity is very low,
and its character approaches the integral foam. The surface also exhibits other mechanical
properties, especially significantly higher stiffness in all kinds of loadings. This affects the load
behavior, which is further influenced by the low permeability of the foam surface. As men-
tioned, the response to strain rate is a specific characteristic of foams and it is related to the
cellular structure, especially its openness. If the surface is closed or only partially permeable to
air, it influences the stiffness of the foam at a fast compression. The air is not able to immedi-
ately escape from the structure, and due to limited air compressibility, the rigidity of the foam
increases. This can be seen especially in the first loading cycle, which is a crucial for impact
during the crash when the human body is pushed into the foam. Therefore, it is appropriate to
finish the surface in a suitable way, for example, by a grinding, perforating, grooving, etc.
However, it should be noted that PU foam is invaluable material for static or quasi-static type
of loadings. In particular, it is necessary to highlight behavior under compression loading. The
strain-stress curve course is characterized by almost flat shape, so the force increases very
slowly in large range of the deformation. This leads to the fact that the foam provides high
comfort, because the foam very easily surrounds the body and reduces the contact pressure.
This is not practically achievable for other materials and therefore PU foam is a material that is
not easy to replace. Above all, PU foams exhibit balanced mechanical, physical, and thermal
properties at low bulk densities and low weight. Also prduction costs are very low. That are
the reasons for their use.
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